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PRINTED CIRCUIT ACCESSORIES

DATA MARK SERIES
DRY TRANSFER (rub-down) TITLES & LABEL SETS

The DATAMARK series is economical
because the sets are selective to keep them
small; each set covers titles used in a specific
segment of electronics. Small alpha/numeric
sets are also listed in this series. The various
electronic titles contain five sheets of titles plus
one alpha/numeric characters sheet (sheet
size: 3.25” x 5”). The alpha sets contain six
sheets of both letters and numbers in an
assortment of black, white and gold characters.
DATAMARK series characters should be pro-
tected with DATAKOAT or HARDKOAT protec-
tive coatings when used on panels or chassis.
DATAK’s classic sharpness and high quality
look is assured throughout.

ELECTRONICS TITLE TYPE

AUDIO, TV & HI-FI

AMATEUR RADIO

EXPERIMENTER,
HOME & INTERCOM

TEST & INDUSTRIAL

MARKS & SWITCH PATTERNS

HAM RADIO

HOME THEATRE

PERSONAL COMPUTER

DESCRIPTION

Titles cover the audio, recording
and stereo areas.

For all RF and communications

terms like “attic fan”, “laundry”, or
“RESET” & “ADJUST”.

for marking scopes, plotters etc..
and industrial system panels.

Arrows, lines, graduations and
rotary switch patterns.

UPDATED with latest terms 
and titles.

All titles needed for complete
Home Theatre Installation.

Titles cover all computer applica-
tions, hook-ups and installations.

Part No. 
Black

K58BLK

K59BLK

K60BLK

K61BLK

K62*

K70B

K72B

K74B

Part No. 
White

K58WHT

K59WHT

K60WHT

K61WHT

K62*

K70W

K72W

K74W

Alphabet and Numeral sets contains (3) black, (2) white and (1) gold sheet of 
letters and numerals:

No. K63 - 1/8” letters and numerals        
No. K64 - 1/4” letters and numerals
No. K65 - 1/2” letters and numerals

* - Set has both black and white patterns in one set.

ALPHA and NUMERIC COMPONENT DESIGNATIONS TM

The following are sheets of either letters or numerals for components identification on drawings, schematic and so on.  The type
style is 12 point News Gothic which matches the type in Datak catalog numbers 9581 and 9661 component designation sets.
These are dry transfers. Numerals from 0 to 1099 can be made by using sheets numbered from K35/35 thru K35/40; sheet 40
being designed for the last two digits of large numbers.  Higher numerals can be made without much more effort: burnish only the
parts that you want. On paper and cardboard (i.e. porous materials) use of Datak HARDKOAT No. 04171 or No. 04170 is needed
for long term durability.  

Part # Sample of contents

K35/26 AABBCCDDEEFFGG
K35/28 HHIIMMNNOOWWXXZZ
K35/30 KKLLCCTPTP
K35/32 RRRRRRRRRRRR
K35/34 ABC (through) Z
K35/36 2 20 3 30.............
K35/38 6 60 7 70.............
K35/40 00 01 02...........99

Part # Sample of contents

K35/27 CCCCCCCCC
K35/29 JJJJJJJPPPPPPP
K35/31 QQQQQQQQQQ
K35/33 SSSTTTUUUVVV
K35/35 1234567890 1 10...
K35/37 4 40 5 50.............
K35/39 8 80 9 90.............

TM

COMPONENT DESIGNATION SETS
(Industry standard size, rub-down type)

No. 9661 - Designation set in Black
No. 9671 - Designation set in White

Used for component identification on PC boards or terminal and chas-
sis markings. This is a set of 24 sheets (3.5” x 5”) of rub-down letters,
letters combination and numerals as follows:
12 sheets of letters and letter combinations
11 sheets of numbers 1 through 20 and 1 thru 227
1 sheet of numerals 0 through 9
Designations conform to accepted stan-
dards  such as ANSI Y3202 and IEEE
STD 315.The 12 point News Gothic
typeface matches the 12 point (1/8”)
Professional Title sets in Datak’s Jotdraft
designation sets. This series should be
protected with DATAKOAT liquid No.
04176. No. 04158 burnishing tool is sug-
gested; ball point pen may be used.

™

TITLES for Electronic Equipment

Each set  contains 2200 rub-down titles and labels for
electronic panels, name plates etc.. Razor-sharp letters
make prototypes look clean and professional; provide
excellent detail when used on drawing or PC board art-
work. Frequently used titles and designations appear
several times. The title selection is kept current via user
polls. In addition to titles, both sets also contain a gen-
erous supply of alpha and numeric characters for creat-
ing special titles.  The 10 point size is about 0.110”
high and we recommend for miniature panels.  The 12
point letters are about  0.125” high. We recommend
protective coating of the applied titles with  DATAKOAT
liquid No. 04176 on circuit  boards and panels.  On
paper or vellum, use HARDKOAT matte No. 04171 or
gloss No.04170

Description          Color         No.    
10 point titles black 948D
10 point titles white         949D
12 point titles black 9581
12 point titles white 9591

TM


